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Abstract. Linear space is an abstract concept in algebra, and results related to direct sum are 
complicated ones among the research of linear subspace. In this paper, two models for direction sum 
proof are proposed, and a typical proposition is introduced, and proved by using proposed model, so as 
to give a universally applicable proof method. 

1. Introduction 
Higher algebra is a fundamental and important course for polytechnic students [1], which helps to 
cultivate students' ability of abstract thinking and problem solving [2]. Though theorems related to 
linear space are comparatively difficult to grasp, research of linear space is worthwhile since it is a main 
part of this course and its application plays an important role in many aspects, including design of urban 
grand street [3], identification of Volterra kernels of nonlinearly dynamical systems [4], and linear 
space in campus [5].  

Linear space is an important and abstract concept of higher algebra, and it possesses special property. 
For example, linear space has its own subspaces, definitions and operations like sum and intersection 
and it can be generated by other spaces mutually, and these proving details in sum and intersection of 
spaces are sophisticated that always make the proof harder. Fortunately, despite the abstraction of the 
concepts and the difficulties of the proof, there are regulations can be used to prove the sum especially 
the direct sum.  

Many researchers utilized sorts of concrete methods (e.g., direct sum and peculiar matrix, direct sum 
and linear transformation, decomposition theorem of direct sum, direct sum and Cayley–Hamilton 
theorem) to solve problems of direct sum of linear space, but a few focused a  basic model which has 
great significance.  

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to study the basic models of direct sum for linear space. By 
using these models, researchers can directly organize proper arguments to prove the existence of direct 
sum in certain circumstance. In this paper, we propose two basic models and give summaries to the 
common questions. In model I, since the first three equivalent propositions have been shown (see [6]), 
attention are paid to put forward new solutions to prove the fourth equivalent proposition [7, 8]. In 
model II, new methods and typical example are combined to prove the third combination [9]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the preliminary discussion of the 
concept of direct sum for linear subspace. Section 3 proposes new solutions to prove the direct sum. 
Section 4 presents the analysis and proof of typical example. Section 5 provides the conclusion. 

2. Traditional proof method of direct sum, 4 equivalence. (Model I)  

Definition: 
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 Let VVVW ⊆+= 21 , where 1V , 2V  are subspaces of V . If decomposition of a vector α , 

21 ααα += , ii V∈α  ,1( =i )2 , is unique, then the sum is called the direct sum, denoted as 

21 VVW ⊕=  [6]. 
Proof of the equivalent proposition of 21 VVW ⊕=  forms model I. 

Theorem 1 (Model I). If 21 VVW += , then the following four propositions [7, 8, 10] are equivalent to 
21 VVW ⊕= . 

1. Decomposition like 21 ααα += , ii V∈α  ,1( =i )2  of every vector α  in linear space W  is 
unique. 

2. 021 =+αα , ii V∈α  ( 1=i , 2 ) can only be set up when 0=iα , 1( =i , 2 ); 
3. }0{21 =∩VV ; 
4. Vector with unique decomposition can be found in W . 
Proof: Since the first three propositions have been proved to be equivalent see [6], only the 

equivalence of the 4-th proposition is needed. Two proofs are proposed to show the equivalence of the 
first and the fourth proposition.  

Proof method I 
(i) Condition 1⇒ condition 4: Suppose the decomposition is not unique. Since decomposition of 

every vector in linear space 21 VV +  is unique, 0  can also be divided as 21 000 += uniquely, where 

110 V∈ , 220 V∈ . Therefore, vector with unique decomposition can be found in 21 VV + . 
(ii) Condition 4 ⇒  1: Let 1V =  1( ,L α  

12 , , ),Kα αL ),,,(
2212 KLV βββ L= , 

),,,(
32121 KLVV γγγ L=∩ , then for any 1,(α α=  ),,,,

21 1 KK ββα LL  1 2( )V V∈ + , we have 

1 1lα α= +L  
1 1 1 1 2 21 1k k k k k kl l lα β β+ ++ + + +L . However, since { }021 ≠∩VV , 0=iγ  }),,2,1{( 3ki L∈ . 

To simplify the process, let's assume 01 ≠γ , then 
1 11 1 2 2 1( )k kl l l nα α α α γ= + + + + +L  

1 11 1 2 2( k kl lβ β+ ++ + )1221
γβ nl kkk −+ +L 1( =n , 2, )L , where 

1 11 1 2 2( k kl l lα α α+ + +L  1)nγ+  ∈ 1V  and 

1 11 1 2 2( k kl lβ β+ ++ +L  
1 2 2k k kl β++  1 2)nγ−  V∈ . Furthermore, decomposition of α differs when n  differs, 

in another word, decomposition of )( 21 VV +∈α is not unique. Therefore, condition 4⇒ condition 3 as 
well as condition 4⇒ condition 1 are proved. 

Thus the theorem follows. 
Proof method II 
(i) Condition 1⇒ condition 4: As the definition claims, decomposition of every vector in 21 VV +  is 

unique, therefore, vector with unique decomposition can be found in 21 VV + . 
(ii) Condition 4⇒ condition 1: Suppose the decomposition is not unique. Let ),,,(

1211 KLV ααα L= , 

2 1( ,V L β=  
22 , , ),Kβ βL  then 1 1 2 2l lα α α= + +  

1kl+L , so 
1 1 11 1 2 2k k kl lα β β+ ++ +  

1 2 2k k kl β++ +L maps to  

1 2( )V Vα ∈ +  =
11( , , ,kL α αL

2
,,1 kββ L ). Since the decomposition of vector 0 is not unique, 

1 11 1 2 2 1( )k kl l lα α α α γ= + + + + +L  
1 1 1 2 21 1 2 2 2( )k k k k kl l lβ β β γ+ + ++ + + +L  is not unique, where 1γ , 2γ  

satisfy 21000 γγ +=+= , ( 01 ≠γ  or 02 ≠γ  and 11 V∈γ , 22 V∈γ ). Therefore, condition 
4⇒ condition 1 is proved.    

Thus the theorem is proven. 
Note: 
Several notes are obtained from the above discussion. 
1) Direct sum: Decomposition of every vector in sum space is unique ⇔ Vector with unique 

decomposition can be found in sum space ⇔ Decomposition of 0  is unique. 
2) Decomposition of 0  in sum space is unique ⇔ }0{21 =∩VV .  



3. New ideas for proof of direct sum (Model II) 

The new idea of direct sum proof, VVV =⊕ 21  ( 1V , 2V  are subspaces of V ) is given in this section, 
denoted as model II. In order to clarify that what conditions are needed to prove VVV =⊕ 21  if 1V , 2V  
are subspaces of V ,the following three conditions are straightforward.. 
① VVV =+ 21  
② )dim()dim()dim( 21 VVV =+  
③ }0{21 =∩VV  

Theorem 2 (Model II). Combination of any two of above conditions suffices to prove VVV =⊕ 21 . 
Proof: First we consider combination 1: VVV =+ 21  and 1 2dim( ) dim( )V V+  dim( )V= . Compared 

with Dimension formula, 0)dim( 21 =∩VV  can get from dim()dim( 21 ++VV  1 2 )V V∩  
= 1 2dim( ) dim( )V V+ , }0{21 =∩VV . Furthermore, VVV =+ 21 . Therefore, VVV =⊕ 21 . 
   For combination 2: VVV =+ 21  and }0{21 =∩VV . From the third equivalent condition, it's easy to get 

VVV =⊕ 21 .   
Finally, in combination 3: )dim()dim()dim( 21 VVV =+  and }0{21 =∩VV  [9], suppose ( ) nVr = , 

and 
11 2, , , kα α αL is basis of 1V , 

2
,,, 21 Kβββ L is basis of 2V , and 21 VV ∩∈γ , γ can be linear 

represented as 
1 11 1 2 2 k kl l lγ α α α= + + + =L  

2 21 1 2 2 k km m mβ β β+ + +L . Since }0{21 =∩VV , it is easy 
to obtain that 0

112211 =++ kklll ααα L and also we have +++ L2211 ββ mm 0
22

=kkl β . 

Now 1
,,, 21 kααα L and

2
,,, 21 kβββ L are linearly independent, therefore 

11 2 kl l l= = = =L
21 0km m= = =L , and 

21
,,,,,,, 2121 kk βββααα LL are linearly independent, which 

means that 
21

,,,,,,, 2121 kk βββααα LL is basis of V . So, VVV =+ 21 . With consideration of 
}0{21 =∩VV , we obtain VVV =⊕ 21 .  

4. Application: Put the two models into proving a typical proposition 

4.1 Proposition 

Pleas show that ( )L A A+ ⊕  ( )L E A A+− nR= , where +A  ( mnRA ×+ ∈ ) is the generalized inverse of 

A  ( nmRA ×∈ ), which satisfies AAAA =+  and +++ = AAAA , )(AL  is linear space generated from 
the column vectors of A . 

4.2 Lemma. 

If nnPA ×∈ , nnPB ×∈ , then we have ( )r A B+ ≤ ( ) ( )r A r B+ . [6] 
By using theorem 2 (model II), this problem can be solved by proving the three conditions.   

4.3 Proof of condition ① 

4.3.1 Proof method I 

For any nRX ∈ , denoted X EX=  ( ) ( )A A E A A X A A X+ + += + − = (E+ − XAA )+ , which shows 
that X is linear represented by the column vectors of AA+  and AAE +− . Therefore, we have 

( )L A A+ +  ( )L E A A+− nR= . 

4.3.2 Proof method II 



Suppose ( )nAA ααα ,,, 21 L=+ , ( )nnAAE αεαεαε −−−=− + ,,, 2211 L , where nεεε ,,, 21 L  is a 

standard basis of nR . So ( ) ( )L A A L E A A+ ++ − =  1 2( , , , ,nL α α αL  1 1 2 2, ,ε α ε α− −  , )n nε α−L . It 
shows that standard basis of nR  is linear represented by 1 2 1 1 2 2, , , , , , ,nα α α ε α ε α− −L L  n nε α− , 

which means ( )L A A+ +  ( ) nL E A A R+− = . 

4.3.3 Proof method III 

Let dim ( (L A A+ , )AAE +− m= , then AArm += ( , )E A A+−  ( , )r A A E+= . While combined with 
nnRAA ×+ ∈ , nnRAAE ×+ ∈−  and  the result AAr +( , nAAE =− + ) , we get ( ) nAAEAAr =− ++ , , 

nm = . Hence, n  linearly independent vectors in ( ) ( )AAELAAL ++ −+  form a basis of nR , then it 
suffices to show that ( ) ( ) nRAAELAAL =−+ ++ . 

4.4 Proof of condition  ② 

4.4.1 Proof method I 

Note that +++ = AAAA , then we have the result ( ) 0=− ++ AAAAE . Since 1(α=+ AA , 2α , L , )nα , 

nααα ,,, 21 L  can be considered as the solution of ( ) 0=− + XAAE , and it ensures that  
( ) ( ) nAAErAAr ≤−+ ++ . But we have ( )≤+− ++ AAAAEr  ( ) ( )AAErAAr ++ −+  according to the 

Lemma. 
Therefore, all of the deduction show that nAAErAAr =−+ ++ )()( , and 

nAALAAEL =+− ++ ))(dim())(dim( .  

4.4.1 Proof method II 

  It is easy to show that ( ) ( )r A A r E A A+ ++ − =
0
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, suffices to say ( ) ( ) nAAErAAr =−+ ++ , and 

( )( ) ( )( ) nAALAAEL =+− ++ dimdim  

4.5 Proof for condition ③ 

4.5.1 Proof method I 

Now let ( )nAA ααα ,,, 21 L=+  and  ( ) ( )nAAE βββ ,,, 21 L=− + . If there exists a vectorα  in nR  that 

satisfies )( AAL +∈α  and ( )E A A+−I , then ( ) 21 XAAEAXA ++ −==α . 

Times AA+  to the both sides of 21 )( XAAEAXA ++ −= , then we have the 
equation ( ) AAAXAAA +++ =1  ( ) 02 =− + XAAE . However,  we have  ( )1 1A A A AX A AA AX+ + + += =  

1A AX+ . Therefore, 01 =+ AXA  and ( )( ) {0}L A A L E A A+ +− =I . 

4.5.1 Proof method II 

Similarly as former section, let ( )nAA ααα ,,, 21 L=+ , and ( ) ( )nAAE βββ ,,, 21 L=− + . If vectorα that 
satisfies )( AAL +∈α  and ( )AAEL +−∈α  can be found in nR , then ( ) 21 XAAEAXA ++ −==α . 



Based on the definition of A AA+ +  A+= , we have AAAAAA +++ = , which yields to ( ) 0=− ++ AAAAE  
and 0)( 1 =− ++ AXAAAE . That suffices to ( ) 0=− + αAAE LL ⑴ 

Similarly,  we have  
( )( ) 02 =− ++ XAAEAA   and  0=+ αAA LL ⑵ 

Combined ⑴ with ⑵, we have 0=α . So ( ) ( ) }0{=−∩ ++ AAELAAL . 
In all, any two proofs of the three conditions are sufficient to prove the 

proposition )()( AAELAAL ++ −⊕ nR= , and there are at least sixteen differential methods. 
 
5. Conclusions 

As shown in this paper, there are three directions to prove the direct sum for linear space. (1). 
Macroscopic view: To prove the direct sum is to prove sum of dimensions equals to dimension of sum 
of spaces. (2). Microscopic view: The task is to prove the common elements of the two subspaces is 0 . 
(3). Diversity view: When proving from the view of dimension, it's feasible to use generated subspace, 
matrix and equivalent base. 

When proving the intersection of two spaces is 0 , we introduced the system of linear equation, 
rather than the commonly used methods, e.g., reduction to absurdity, basis of linear space. 
Furthermore, this paper presents strategies to common direct sum problems from the view of concept 
of direct sum, and since the relationship between the two subspaces and the whole space is 
representative, more attention are paid to the relationship between them. The same goes well for 
problems with more than two spaces. However, rang and nucleus are two special subspaces, where 
rang limits the size of the space under transformation, and nucleus defines the corresponding element 
to the null element. Therefore, the two subspaces satisfy the requirement that sum of dimensions equals 
to the dimension of the sum space, which means the extra task is to prove one of the other two 
conditions mentioned in model II when proving they are the two subspaces of the direct sum. 

Research of decomposition of direct sum has significant importance in transforming problems with 
high dimension to problems with lower dimension. For example, to simplify the process, two 
dimensional vector problems could be converted to problems in two orthogonal complement spaces 
with one dimension by using the properties of orthogonal complement space and dimensions of lower 
dimension subspace. Besides, it's theoretical feasible to divide the direct sum, and generating a 
generation space by combining bases of one space randomly is a good example. However, since spaces 
related to problems are always monstrous, proof of direct sum is harder. But, fortunately, base forms 
the space, and reflects the relationship between subspaces and sum space. Therefore, we can solve 
direct sum problems by proving bases of subspaces are linearly independent and the number of them 
equals to the number of the base of the sum space. 

In this paper, model I was set up under the premise of 21 VVV += , and model II was set up under the 
premise of 1V , 2V  is the linear subspaces of V . When compared the two models, model I is a simple 
proof model, and model II is a comparatively complicated one. But both of them have covered the 
common proof models of direct sum, including the abstruse models.  
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